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TUROMAS S.L
Our passion, your progress

Description: With more than 30 years in the glass industry and
collaborations with the main processors and glass
manufacturers, TUROMAS has become a global
reference in intelligent machinery to store, load and cut
glass in markets as demanding as automotive,
architecture or decoration.

100% of the design, manufacture, programming and
assembly of the TUROMAS machinery is carried out in its
facilities in Spain using exclusively European
components of the highest quality to guarantee the
reliability, safety, performance and precision expected
from a leading brand.

The development force is the core of your business.
TUROMAS offers a complete range of standardized
machinery, although many of the equipments are
designed to measure of the exigencies of its clients. It's
not just about selling a machine to load, cut or store
glass, it's about accompanying the user through the
entire process to find the one-stop solution they really
need. Something that TUROMAS has had in mind since
its beginnings in 1985.

The brand has an extensive sales network that currently
covers more than 100 countries and a 24/7 remote
technical support service to ensure optimal attention at
the right time.

Apart from its headquarters in Spain, TUROMAS has a
branch in Santiago de Chile and another in Sao Paulo.
Latin America is one of the most strategic markets for
expansion, which is why from November 2019 it has a
third branch in Bogota.

In July 2019, the Centre for Innovation and Special
Developments TUROMAS (CIDET), the cornerstone of the
Group's expansion project, was inaugurated. The Center
channels efforts in research, design and development of
new machines, software and 4.0 solutions.

This expansion project will increase production capacity
through the construction of five buildings of 2,000
square meters each, in Rubielos de Mora (Teruel).

Location: Spain

Sectors: Flat glass, Special glass, Glass processing

Activities: Equipment / Machinery supplier, Service provider,
Software provider, Consumables supplier

Contact information

E-mail: marketing@turomas.com
Website: turomas.com
Telephone: +34 978 804 158 | +34 647 891 932

Follow the company

mailto:info@apegg.com
https://www.turomas.com/
https://glassopenbook.com/id201525
https://glassopenbook.com
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